NNT Compliance Case Study: Universal Studios Orlando
PCI COMPLIANCE ROLLER COASTER HOLDS NO FEAR AS UNIVERSAL
STUDIOS ORLANDO REPLACE EXPENSIVE-BRAND SOLUTION WITH NNT
THE CLIENT
Few of us can deny the excitement that the mere mention
of this famous theme park can generate. Visitors get to go
behind the scenes, beyond the screen, and jump right into
the action of real movies and films.
At this working film and TV production facility there is an
array of rides, shows, movie sets and attractions that put
visitors literally ‘in the picture’. Visitors also enjoy themed
dining and shopping, a variety of exciting special events
throughout the year, and you might even catch a real film
crew at work!

THE CHALLENGE
But even Theme Parks need to be compliant with the PCI
DSS, and Universal Orlando Resort is no different. Like most
PCI Merchants, Universal were originally directed to the
main branded offerings of the time. However, again like
most merchants, they quickly found these solutions to be
expensive to own as well as complex and, in some instances,
restrictive to use.
Keen to find a lower cost and easier to use alternative the
team at Universal found NNT and, after an in-depth trial,
decided the combination of Change Tracker and Log Tracker
would be ideal for their needs.

THE SOLUTION
“NNT offered us a solution and price that was hard to
ignore. The combination of excellent software and their
super support has allowed us to implement a solution
that saves us thousands of dollars in annual running
costs compared to the previous system we had in place”
says Don Bromley – Systems Manager at Universal Studios.
NNT provides File Integrity Monitoring, Change and
Configuration Management and Event Log Management
to all ‘in scope devices’.

“As you might imagine we are thrilled to have such a
recognizable name become another NNT customer” commented Russell Willcox, Chairman, NNT.
Russell concludes “This is an excellent Case Study and
further reinforces the message that when it comes to
value for money for a true Enterprise-class featureset for
PCI DSS – NNT is hard to beat.”

KEY FACTS - UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
ORLANDO
 Founded in 1990, Universal Studios Orlando
Florida is one of the world’s largest theme parks
 Universal Orlando Resort comprises the original
Universal Studios Florida theme park, Islands of
Adventure, Universal City Walk and three themed
Hotel complexes
 The Resort is open year round and comprises
26 rides including the famous Harry Potter
experience
 NNT software provides monitoring for up to
100 devices including POS devices, Servers, and
Network Devices
 PCI DSS requirements 11.5 states: Deploy File
Integrity Monitoring tools to alert personnel to
unauthorized modification of critical system files,
configuration files or content files: and configure
the software to perform critical file comparisons
 NNT Change Tracker Gen7 R2 provides PCI DSS
Compliant File Integrity Monitoring for all EPoS
Terminals, Back Office Servers, Payment
Transaction Servers and all Firewall and network
devices
 Secure Computing recently rated NNT Change
Tracker ‘5 out of 5’ for features, ease of use and
value for the money
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